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Game Overview 
 4 Player coop (Tactical / Action) RPG shooter 
 Human vs Insect swarms 
 Range Weapons vs Melee / semi-Melee 
 “Teamwork” - a must to survive 
 Perform different team strategies/tactics 

 Four different characters with different abilities/skills 
 Ability upgrades / skill tree 
 Choices and decisions on Skill buildings for player 

 Choices in Game World 
 Different areas/levels 
 Exploration 

 Closes Reference: Left 4 Dead 
 

 



Design Visions 
 
Shattered Silence’s  
 Game vision: 

 To play with player’s team working and solving problem skills as a 
whole in different intensive situations. 

 Player’s Goal: 
 What ‘s the final goal of the game???? 

 Mission Statement: 
 To create a game with infinite replay value from mechanics, 

challenges, and contents 



What makes a Game? 
 The three Cs (personal version) 
 Cameras – The Camera setup and Camera Interactions. 
 Controls – The game control, player mechanics, and gameplay 

mechanics. 
 Contents – Characters/Enemies, level designs, world content, 

rewards systems, upgrades/skills, etc. 



Camera Design Goal 
 Best for our target audience 
 Hardcore / Casual / Semi-Casual 
 Target Platform 

 Works best with all our features and game mechanics 
 Aiming and shooting works best with FPS but for 

planning/positioning works best with 3PS 
 Isometric works best for multiplayer fun 

 The camera itself describes the Shatter Silence. 
 Screenshots can tell what our games all about 
 Screenshots can draw players in 

 Do we want Action or Strategy as our major gameplay 
 Action: You survive by killing enemies 
 Strategy: You survive by planning 



Camera: Pure 1st Person 

Examples: Halo, Bioshock, Crysis 
Common Sub-Genres: Action 
 
References:  Great FPS motions - Bioshock Infinite 
 
Left: Regular Camera 
Right: Aiming View 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y_DSfjAdhlU


Camera: Pure 3rd Person 

Examples: Mass Effect, Fallout, Resident Evil 5 
Common Sub-Genres: Action, RPG 
 
Left: Shoulder View 
Right: Back view   



Camera: Semi-1st / 3rd Person Hybrid 

Example: Gears of War, Rainbow Six Vegas, Metal Gear Solid 
Common Sub-Genres: Action, Strategy/Tactical 
 
Reference: Great transaction - Gears of War 3 
 
Left: 3rd person 
Right:  Extreme close-up Aiming view 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1U870XwEYMo&feature=related


Camera: Isometric / Top down 

Example: Alien Breed: Evolution, Shadow Grounds 
Sub-Genre: Action, Arcade 
*Note – this is only for semi-casual audiences 
 
Left: Top down control 
Right: Isometric control 



Camera: Design Summaries 
 We want to use a camera that works best with our overall 

designs. 
 If we choose figure out the camera first, then we need to 

choose designs that work best with our camera. 



Control (Gameplay Mechanics) Design Goals 
 Gameplay base heavily on team decisions 
 Simple to learn but yet difficult to master 
 Core challenge of the game is the aspect of working/ 

strategizing perfectly as a whole 
 If the players die, they died because of the decisions of their 

teamwork 
 We want “OMG Fuck this team!” 
 We don’t want “Fuck this game! This is bullshit” 

 
 



Controls: Table of Contents 
 Platform Control 
 Some example of controls to get the feeling of the game 

 Player Mechanics 
 Character Control 
 Interaction Delays 
 Posture and Firing Mechanic 
 Player Health Mechanic 

 Gameplay Mechanics 
 Team Energy/Ammo Mechanic(s) 
 Team Synchronize Mechanic 
 Enemy Mechanic 
 Agro/Surrounding System 

 



Controls: Controls Examples* 
 If Console controls 



Controls: Controls Examples* 
 If PC controls 



Controls: Player Mechanics: Character Control 
 Character Postures 

 
 

 Interactions Mechanics 
 
 

 Health Status 
 
 



Controls: Player Mechanics: Interaction Delays 
 
 

 
 All interactions are set to a executing state when 

activated. 
 Executing state - a delay before an interaction before it is 

performed.  
 



Controls: Player Mechanics: Interaction Delays 
 3 types of Interaction Delays 
 Un-interruptible executions 

 These delay will continue until its complete and cannot be cancelled 
 Invulnerable state – Reloading 
 Invulnerable state – Synchronize Change 

 Interruptible executions 
 If ever attacked or move, the execute state is cancelled and delay starts over. 

 Vulnerable state – Reloading 
 Vulnerable state – Synchronize Change 
 Actions 
 Ability/Skills 
 Skill based Interaction – Reviving a fallen comrade 

 Continue-able executions 
 Can be stopped similar to interruptible executions but delay timer will not start 

over and can also be interacted by another character where it’s left off. 
 Skill based interactions – Hacking a system 
 Skill based interactions – Cranking a door open 

 



Controls: Player Mechanics: Posture and Firing 
Mechanic 

 All of the character’s posture effects their weapon 
stability and movements. 

 Movement vs accuracy 
 The character’s posture will effect both the stability of the 

weapon and the movement speed of the character 
 
 



Controls: Player Mechanics: State Mechanic 
 
 
 

 Each Character has 4 states 
 Normal - 25% plus 

 Player can perform all controls normally 
 Latched – 0 shield points 

 Character cannot move but still can shoot and orbit camera in a small radius. Cannot 
reload. The Latch is cancelled when the latching enemy(s) are either disabled or 
destroyed. 

 Injured – 25% or less health 
 The character will walk instead of running in their normal state (cannot sprint) and 

take double the interaction delays for actions 
 Down – 0 health points 

 Character is down and cannot move. Camera can be orbit in a half radius. Vision is 
blurred. Player can only shoot and reload. Reload timer is tripled. 

 If all four player is at this state, they have failed their mission. 
 Player can revive another player at this state 



Controls: Player Mechanics: Shield/Health Mechanic 

 Each Character has two types of survival stats against 
enemies. 
 Shield (Invulnerable state) 

 Shields are similar to the health systems of the generic FPS (call of 
duty). They drop from each hit and begins to recover after a short 
duration from attacks. If the shield drops to zero, the character is in 
the vulnerable state which effects the important stats, health.  

 Health (Vulnerable state) 
 Health determines if the players is Normal, Injured, or Down. When 

there’s no shield for enemies within range to damage, they will set 
the player into a Latch state. Health is dropped per second while in 
the Latch state. 

 Closes Reference: Left 4 Dead – Hunter’s leap, Smoker’s Tongue  



Controls: Player Mechanics: Shield/Health Mechanic 

 



Controls: Player Mechanics: Shield/Health Mechanic 

 



Controls: Player Mechanics: Shield/Health Mechanic 

 



Controls: Player Mechanics: Shield/Health Mechanic 

 



Controls: Player Mechanics: Shield/Health Mechanic 

 



Controls: Player Mechanics: Shield/Health Mechanic 

 



Controls: Player Mechanics: Shield/Health Mechanic 

 



Controls: Gameplay Mechanics: Team Energy/Ammo 
Mechanic 

 Ammunitions are placed in categories of type. All 
ammunitions are shared amongst all members in the 
team. 
 Working together 

 The players conserve a good balance of ammunitions 
  Players must also balance the use of certain weapons with the same 

bullet type. 

 While in game, bullets may be found and collected 
around the levels. Bullets are also restored at certain safe 
points. 
 



Controls: Gameplay Mechanics: Team Energy/Ammo 
Mechanic(s) 

   



Controls: Gameplay Mechanics: Team Energy/Ammo 
Mechanic(s) 

   



Controls: Gameplay Mechanics: Team Energy/Ammo 
Mechanic(s) 

 The team shares an amount of energy. 
 Team Energy 
 Energy is needed to perform Abilities and for technical 

weaponries. 
 Energy recover overtime after a duration it’s not used. 

 All abilities has a Cost and Cool Down (maybe). 
 Total of 3 abilities each character 



Controls: Gameplay Mechanics: Team Energy/Ammo 
Mechanic(s) 

   



Controls: Gameplay Mechanics: Team Energy/Ammo 
Mechanic(s) 

   



Controls: Gameplay Mechanics: Team Energy/Ammo 
Mechanic(s) 

   



Controls: Gameplay Mechanics: Team Synchronize 
Mechanic 

 Team Synchronizing is a unique feature of teamwork 
amongst the players. Each player select a Synchrony 
Mode which creates a passive perk that effects to the 
whole team. 

 Each Synchrony Mode has a positive and a negative buff. 
The character with a certain SM receives a greater effect 
while the other member receive a smaller effect of the 
passive and negative buffs. 

 Players will be challenge to change combinations of 
modes frequently in different situations 



Controls: Gameplay Mechanics: Team Synchronize 
Mechanic 

 6 types of Modes 
 Modes can be change anytime. Each character’s Mode 

stack on top of each other. 
 Too much of one Mode can result in a large buff but also 

a large negative effect. 
Synchronize 
Roles 

Assault Guardian Energise Dexterity Technical Proficiency 

+ + Ammo Shield Energy Movement Energy Regen Action 

+ Reload Energy Energy Regen Action Shield Regen Reload 

- Energy Ammo Shield Energy Reload Shield 

- - Shield Movement Reload Ammo Ammo Energy 



Controls: Gameplay Mechanics: Basic Enemy 
Mechanic 
 All basic enemy types has a similar health system. They 

have a armour and health. 
 Armour -  protects the enemy from being vulnerable to 

bullets. 
 An enemy with armour will continuously behave like their 

unaffected by any shots 
 When a enemy’s armour points are empty, all shots will stun 

and  prevent them from wanting to get close. This is known as 
the staggered state. 

 Health - Similar to the player’s health, it determines if the 
enemy is normal, injured, or dead. 

 Certain enemies will have effects  to certain Special 
damages. 



Controls: Gameplay Mechanics: Weapon Mechanic 

 Weapons are the offensive structures for the game. 
There are different weapon types that are better against 
certain types. 

 Selecting a well suited weapon in certain situations is a 
critical aspect to the game.  

 Players will be given the option to equip any 4 weapons 
of their desire. 
 Players will need to take in account: 

 Ammunition type 
 Damage type 
 Firing type 
 Weapon stats 



Controls: Gameplay Mechanics: Weapon Mechanic 

 There are many different types of weapon. All weapons 
have 3 types of damage. 
 Impact – this is the basic damage. This type effects only the 

health of the enemy. Regardless of armour, impact only effect 
health's. 

 Pierce – This damage only effects the armour of an enemy. A 
weapon with high pierce will stagger enemies a lot faster. 

 Special – Many different types of tech effects. Weapons with 
this costs Energy per shot. If an enemy is hit with a Special 
bullet that it’s weak against, the enemy will become effected 
by the shots. 
 Example – Enemies weak against flames will become on fire when 

their hit.  



Gameplay Design Overview 
 For Survival: involves a combinations of teamwork. Sticking 

together and plan out the uses of energy, weapon type, and 
each character’s abilities will provide the best survivability.  

 For Tactics: Synchrony Modes are important for tactics in 
different situations. A good combinations of Modes in a team 
can make them a difficult team to counter. 

 For Offense: Weapons are the main aspect of offense in SS. 
Aside from damage abilities, weapons are used to take down 
certain types of enemies. Different weapons work best at 
different situations and against enemy types.   

 For Character Roles: SS offers each character different 
abilities and skills. Each character can be build differently with 
weapons and equipments and upgraded with many different 
abilities and skills. This allows one character to develop many 
possibilities depending on players preferences. 



Controls: Design Summaries 
 We don’t want a confusing gameplay with lots to learn 

but we want to use these mechanics to challenge the 
players to master. 

 A goal for our game is to allow our players to explore 
these mechanics and use them in ways we never 
expected (in good ways of course). 

 A new experience every time with a different team. 
 If you die? Would you learn from your mistake and try 

again with a different tactic? 



Contents: Table of Contents 
 Game Level Progression Design 
 Traditional – Linear 
 Branching – Linear Thinking 
 Web - Simple Non-Linear 
 Modular – Non-Linear 
 Lobby Design 

 Gamplay  Contents 
 Reward/Experience System 
 Skill Tree Design 
 Character Stats & Synchrony Design 

 Interact-able Contents 
 Playable Character Designs 
 Important NPC Designs 
 Enemy Contents 



Contents: Gameplay Contents: Skill Tree/Upgrades 
 With enough experience, 

players will be able to add 
an upgrade towards an 
ability. 
 Adding an upgrade will 

advance an ability and add an 
attribute towards character’s 
skill  

 Every character has multiple 
abilities that are separated 
into 3 attributes groups: 
Offensive, Technical, 
Defensive 
   Each attributes contains 3 

abilities; An ability opens to 
four final tiers 



Contents: Gameplay Contents: Skill Tree/Upgrades 
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